
Vehicles D6 / Aratech 74A Speeder Bike
Clone

Trooper Speeder Bike *

Craft: Aratech 74A Speeder Bike

Type: Speeder Bike

Scale: Speeder

Length: 4.4m

Skill: Repulsorlift operation: Speeder Bike

Crew: 1

Passengers: 0

Cargo Capacity: 10kg

Cover: 1/4

Altitude Range: Ground level-10m

Cost: 1,000 (used)

Maneuverability: 2D

Move: 210; 600kmh

Body Strength: 2D

Weapons:

         Light Laser Cannon

                 Fire Arc: Turret

                 Skill: Vehicle Blasters

                 Fire Control: 1D

                 Range: 3-50/100/200

                 Damage: 4D

* - Although the official line is that the speeder bike used by the Clone Troopers in Attack of the Clones is

the Aratech 74-Z, I found it somewhat hard to believe that while the Empire changed everything from

their Walkers to the Armour and Weapons used by their army between Attack of the Clones and Return

of the Jedi, they didn`t change their speeder bikes. So when I found the picture I`ve used here, on the

web site for the Clone Wars computer game, and saw that the bike was described as having a laser

turret, I decided to create this variant. 

Description: Although the Aratech 74-Z was used for the majority of the Clone Wars and the reign of the

Empire, for their original attack on Geonosis the finished design was not available and a prototype

version was used instead. This version was less manueverable and somewhat lighter armed, but carried

its laser cannon on a underslung turret which allowed it a much greater field of fire, allowing strafing

attacks and shots to be fired at persuers. This however came at a higher manufacturing cost than a fixed

weapon, so was abandoned in the finished design. Once the 74-Z became available, the 74-A's used in

the attack on Geonosis were dumped onto the market, where they were snatched up, and have

continued to be popular to the current day, although parts for the turret are rare, the rest of the bike uses

almost identical parts to the 74-Z so remain easy to repair and operate. 
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